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Abstract

Hair has advantages over other tissues as a biological sampling milieu since it can

be easily and atraumatically collected, stored and analysed. Hair preserves a mid

to long range record of exposure to many metals (some, like lead, toxic in high

levels) that can be studied and analysed. In this thesis, a group of Melanesian

people living close to a copper and gold mine (Ok Tedi) in Papua New Guinea

and another group from the same racial background living far from the mine site

have been examined to obtain evidence for enhanced exposure to metals that may

have occurred as a consequence of mining operations. For comparative purposes,

hair samples from Australian Europeans (predominantly Anglo-Celtic origin)

living in a non-industrial rural environment (Armidale, NSW) and Australian

Aboriginals living close to a manganese mine (Groote Eylandt) were also

analysed. Results showed that each group displayed a characteristic pattern of

metal distribution in hair. Distressingly high levels of copper, lead and mercury

analysed in the Aboriginal group may be related to environmental pollution and/or

maladaptive lifestyle practices among that group while the levels shown by test

sites (Ok Tedi) were found to be largely well below the previously published

values concerning Westernised urban populations. It was concluded that the

elevated heavy metal levels among the Melanesian Ok Tedi population by

comparison with the Melanesian control group may be correlated less with the

mining activity and more with a changed life style and diet. A longitudinal analysis

of key heavy metals (Fe, Zn, Cu, Pb, Cd and Hg) from 1983 (premining) to 1990

(6 years post mining) showed generally that the Ok Tedi group changed from a

profile strongly resembling the Melanesian controls to one much closer to the

Australian European control group in Armidale. Given the extensive rapid

Westernisation and current, almost total, dependence of the Ok Tedi population

on processed food provided by the mining consortium, this transition is perhaps

not too surprising.



For some time now the levels of different metals in hair have been thought to

partly depend on the matrix proteins. This has lead to the idea that the matrix

proteins of human hair belonging to different racial groups may absorb metals

differentially. A central idea of this thesis is to explore possible relationships

between the presence of metallic elements and the nature and disposition of matrix

proteins in the different groupings studied. Relatively minor changes in hair

proteins may affect the rate of heavy metal accumulation in hair and therefore

impact significantly on group to group comparisons. The long term aim of the

work of which this thesis is a part is to search for a possible relationship between

hair heavy metal accumulation and hair proteins within and between species.

Hair samples from several hundred different individuals representing several

human racial groupings (Australian European, Australian Aboriginals,

Melanesians, Africans and Chinese) were analysed for keratins (major hair

proteins) by one and two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The use

of 14C-iodoacetic acid to label S-carboxymethylatedkerateines allowed the

assignment on autoradiographs of cysteine containing proteins. Polymorphic

variation of hair proteins in the mid-range low cysteine kerateine zones was

confirmed. In addition to these variations, further variations in high cysteine zones

(molecular masses, 45-30 l(Da) were also noted. Furthermore, homologous

proteins from mammalian (both placental and marsupial) species were compared

with respect to their molecular masses and cysteine content using laser

densitometry of gels. The relative cysteine content of Coomasssie stained gels (as

an estimate of proteins) were compared with autoradiographs (as an estimate of

cysteine). These results may be quite useful forensically as an adjunct to fibre

analysis since they yield more information per analysis than previous procedures

using more laborious two-dimensional electrophoretic separation. Finally, a simple

and rapid two-dimensional electrophoretic method for peptide mapping of human

and animal hair and feather proteins has been developed. The protease digestion

pattern was reproducible and characteristic of each sample.
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